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Front Row at the Trump Show
Independently Published
Sixty noted writers and musicians
wax poetic about their own
experiences with cassette mix
tapes, an art form turned nostalgia
due to the advent of iPods and
playlists, and the relationships that
inspired them, in a book that
includes contributions from author

Rick Moody, Blender editor Joe
Levy, Magnetic Fields member
Claudia Gonson, and many more.
A Novel My Ex from Hell (the Blooming
Goddess Trilogy Book One)
Collects top-selected postings on life and
relationships from The Rumpus' popular
"Dear Sugar" online column, sharing
recommendations on everything from infidelity
and grief to marital boredom and financial
hardships. Original. 40,000 first printing.
Tiny Beautiful Things Immortal Divorce Court
A wedding dress passed down through
generations unravels the tangled threads of
three women's lives in a novel of friendship,
family, and forgiveness from the USA Today
bestselling author of Ten Beach Road. Prized
and stored away for safekeeping, the timeless
ivory wedding dress, with its scooped neck and

cleverly fitted bodice, sits gently folded in its
box, whispering of Happily Ever Afters. To
Kendra, Brianna, and Lauren it’s a reminder of
what could have been, the promise of a fairy
tale, and a friendship torn apart. But as Kendra
knows firsthand: it wasn’t the dress’s fault.
Once closer than sisters, Lauren and Bree have
grown up and grown apart, allowing broken
promises and unfulfilled dreams to destroy
their friendship. A successful author, Lauren
returns home to the Outer Banks, fiancé in tow,
to claim the dress she never thought she’d
wear. While Bree, a bookstore owner, grapples
with the realities of life after you marry the
handsome prince. As the former best friends
wrestle with their uncertain futures, they are
both certain of one thing: some betrayals can
never be forgiven. Now on the eve of her
daughter Lauren’s wedding, Kendra struggles
with a secret she’s kept for far too long. And
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vows to make sure the dress will finally bring
Lauren and Bree back together—knowing they'll
need each other to survive the coming storm.
Unleash My Love Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
I shoot war zones, not nuptials. But when my ex-
wife lands a starring role in the wedding of the
year, it’s tempting to change things up a bit.
Who’s better than me to follow her around
before and during the big day, capturing every
picturesque moment, snapping every detail as
they join together in wedlock? No one. Not to
mention, she still owes me for destroying my
prized vintage camera during our divorce. As the
saying goes, revenge is a dish best served cold.
A Novel Singapore New Reading
Technology Pte Ltd
**Now a USA Today Bestseller** If
your ex arrives in your hometown
eighteen months after you walked
out on him while you were eight
months pregnant, follow this short
list of rules before you give him
a second chance. Rule #1 – Don’t
stand in the way of your brothers
who want to rough him up. Rule #2
– Don’t meet him for coffee and
agree to allow him to meet your
daughter. Rule #3 – Don’t drool
when your daughter falls asleep on
his chest for the first time. It’s
just your ovaries talking. Rule #4

– Don’t let him hold your hand.
While we’re at it, no hugs, no
kisses on the cheek… just no
physical contact in general. That
only leads to remembering better
times. The last one is the most
important… Rule #5 – When you find
yourself needing someone’s help
and you’re tired of always asking
your family, don’t let him be the
one who’s there for you. Because
all those good qualities of his
will suck you right back in and
you’ll have no chance of fighting
your feelings, especially now that
he’s ready to be a father to your
daughter.

Life After Hell: Reflections of
a Bag Lady Createspace
Independent Publishing Platform
Meeting him was a fluke. Dating
him was a mistake. Watching him
become a drug addict put me
through hell. Running was my
only option. *** I'm running
from my demons and when I find
out she's trying to escape her
past, I know what I have to do.
One broken cop. One woman
fighting for her life. A
fragile love. Sinister secrets

that threaten to tear them
apart. They've been to hell.
The hard part will be finding
their way back together.
How U.S. Navy SEALs Lead and Win
Vintage
In this beautifully written and
propulsive memoir, Huma
Abedin—Hillary Clinton’s famously
private top aide and longtime
adviser—emerges from the wings of
American political history to take
command of her own story. The
daughter of Indian and Pakistani
intellectuals and advocates who
split their time between Saudi
Arabia, the UK, and the United
States, Abedin grew up in many
worlds. Both/And grapples with
family, legacy, identity, faith,
marriage, and motherhood with
wisdom and sophistication. Abedin
launched full steam into a college
internship in the office of the
first lady in 1996, never
imagining that her work at the
White House would blossom into a
career in public service, nor that
the career would become an all-
consuming way of life. Still in
her twenties and thirties, she
thrived in rooms with diplomats
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and sovereigns, entrepreneurs and
artists, philanthropists and
activists, and witnessed many
crucial moments in 21st-century
American history—Camp David for
urgent efforts at Middle East
peace in the waning months of the
Clinton administration, Ground
Zero in the days after the 9/11
attacks, the inauguration of the
first African American president
of the United States, the
convention floor when America
nominated its first female
presidential candidate. Abedin’s
relationship with Clinton has seen
both women through extraordinary
personal and professional highs,
as well as unimaginable lows.
Here, for the first time, is a
deeply personal account of Hillary
Clinton as mentor, confidante, and
role model. Abedin cuts through
caricature, rumor, and
misinformation to reveal a crystal-
clear portrait of Clinton as a
brilliant and caring leader a
steadfast friend, generous, funny,
hardworking, and dedicated.
Both/And is a candid and
heartbreaking chronicle of
Abedin’s marriage to Anthony
Weiner, what drew her to him, how

much she wanted to believe in him,
the devastation wrought by his
betrayals—and their shared love
for their son. It is also a
timeless story of a young woman
with aspirations and ideals coming
into her own in high-pressure
jobs, and a testament to the
potential for women in leadership
to blaze a path forward while
supporting those who follow in
their footsteps. Both/And
describes Abedin’s journey through
the opportunities and obstacles,
the trials and triumphs, of a full
and complex life. Abedin’s
compassion and courage, her
resilience and grace, her work
ethic and mission are an
inspiration to people of all ages.
“This journey has led me through
exhilarating milestones and
devastating setbacks,” said
Abedin. “I have walked both with
great pride and in overwhelming
shame. It is a life I am—more than
anything—enormously grateful for
and a story I look forward to
sharing.”

Hell Fire Writers Republic
LLC
When Izzy shows up to theater

class, the last person she
expects to see is her
sister's ex-boyfriend
Sebastian Rodgers. The whole
school is buzzing about the
reason for their breakup, but
Izzy's more concerned he's
now dating--or is it fake-
dating?--her theater rival.
How can she possibly shine on
stage when the limelight is
focused entirely on them? She
needs this play to get over
the foster father who abused
her and her new self-harm
habit. Sebastian might only
be taking the class to
graduate, but that doesn't
give him an excuse to bomb
auditions. They've been
paired together. He's adamant
that he doesn't want to be in
Grease. And, worst of all, he
and Izzy butt heads every
step of the way. They'll have
to learn to work together if
they want the audition to be
a success, and that's the
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last thing Sebastian wants.
The more time they spend
together the harder it is to
ignore the sparks flying
between them. Sexual
chemistry and hypnotic
attraction are just a part of
acting though. Izzy and
Sebastian are only
pretending. Right?
A Swear Word Adult Coloring
Book of 40 Funny, Relatable
Breakup Insults John Dies at
the End
Moby Dick is a novel by
American writer Herman
Melville. The work is an epic
sea story of Captain Ahab's
voyage in pursuit of Moby
Dick, a great white whale. A
contemporary commercial
failure and out of print at
the time of the author's
death in 1891, its reputation
rose during the twentieth
century. D.H. Lawrence called
it "the greatest book of the
sea ever written." Jorge Luis

Borges praised the style:
"Unforgettable phrases
abound." Today it is
considered one of the Great
American Novels and a leading
work of American Romanticism.
The opening line, "Call me
Ishmael," is one of the most
recognizable opening lines in
Western literature. Ishmael
then narrates the voyage of
the whaleship Pequod,
commanded by Captain Ahab.
Ahab has one purpose: revenge
on Moby Dick, a ferocious,
enigmatic white whale which
on a previous voyage
destroyed Ahab's ship and
severed his leg at the knee.
The detailed and realistic
descriptions of whale hunting
and the process of extracting
whale oil, as well as life
aboard ship among a
culturally diverse crew, are
mixed with exploration of
class and social status, good
and evil, and the existence

of God. Melville uses a wide
range of styles and literary
devices ranging from lists
and catalogs to Shakespearean
stage directions,
soliloquies, and asides.
To Hell and Back St. Martin's
Press
Sirius Sinister keeps sleeping
with the wrong women. And this
time, it's led to his imprisonment
in Hell. Literal Hell. Immortal
vampire assassin Sirius Sinister
has a healthy libido that
constantly results in bad
relationship decisions. But when
he's served divorce papers by
Bloodsucker Number One--a shady
woman from his past--he realizes
there's a major problem: he was
never even married to her, or so
he thought. Regardless of the
truth, Sirius is put under the
jurisdiction of Immortal Divorce
Court. You would think by now he'd
know having sex can lead to
horrific consequences like
marriage, children, and ex-
wives--but some habits just won't
die. Leaving his faithful vampire
Maltese, Garlic, behind, Sirius
travels to court to defend himself
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with the help of his demon
attorney, Maximillian Justice.
Unfortunately, the trial quickly
spirals out of control, and Sirius
is banished to hell for a hundred
years. When Sirius finally
escapes, he ends up in the
Caribbean where he meets his next
paramour: the Howler. After a wild
romp with his new werewolf lover
under the lure of a full blood
moon, he finds himself becoming
the father of a litter of
pups--but, the Howler and her Pack
want to put the dead in deadbeat
dad. Luckily, Sirius is saved by
the Queen of the Merfolk, who
comes with a hidden agenda even as
they fall in love. Can he make it
work with the Queen, or will he
have to head to Immortal Divorce
Court once again as yet another
relationship flounders? For all
those who have nursed a broken
heart--or a vengeful one--Immortal
Divorce Court Volume 1 is a sexy,
exciting debut and the start of a
hellishly fun new series about the
flawed antihero Sirius Sinister.

A Life Beyond Imaginings
Greystone Books
*The Instant New York Times

Bestseller* "A book historians
will relish." —Peggy Noonan,
Wall Street Journal "Must read.
I've read every book about the
Trump presidency. This is the
best." —Bill Press An account
like no other, from the White
House reporter who has known
President Donald Trump for more
than 25 years. We have never
seen a president like
this...norm-breaking, rule-
busting, dangerously reckless
to some and an overdue force
for change to others. One thing
is clear: We are witnessing the
reshaping of the presidency.
Jonathan Karl brings us into
the White House in a powerful
book unlike any other on the
Trump administration. He’s
known and covered Donald Trump
longer than any other White
House reporter. With
extraordinary access to Trump
during the campaign and at 1600
Pennsylvania Avenue, Karl
delivers essential new
reporting and surprising
insights. These are the behind-

the-scenes moments that define
Trump’s presidency—an
extraordinary look at the
president, the person, and
those closest to him. This is
the real story of Trump’s
unlikely rise; of the struggles
and battles of those who work
in the administration and those
who report on it; of the plots
and schemes of a senior staff
enduring stunning and
unprecedented unpredictability.
Karl takes us from a TV set
turned campaign office to the
strange quiet of Trump’s White
House on Inauguration Day to a
high-powered reelection
campaign set to change the
country’s course. He shows us
an administration rewriting the
role of the president on the
fly and a press corps that has
never been more vital. Above
all, this book is only possible
because of the surprisingly
open relationship Donald Trump
has had with Jonathan Karl, a
reporter he has praised,
fought, and branded an enemy of
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the people. This is Front Row at
the Trump Show.
A Memoir Harper Collins
“A truly great writer and
explorer of the human mind.” —
Jo Nesbø “What grips readers is
the enormous amount of emotion
[Fossum] works up as we get
closer and closer to reliving
the murderous event in question
. . . Hell Fire is close to
heartbreaking, and there are
not many novels, thrillers or
otherwise, you can say that
about.” — Los Angeles Times A
gruesome tableau awaits
Inspector Konrad Sejer in the
oppressive summer heat: a woman
and a young boy lay dead in a
pool of blood near a dank
trailer. The motivation behind
the deaths of Bonnie Hayden and
her five-year-old son, Simon,
is mysterious—there is no sign
of robbery. Who would brutally
stab a defenseless woman and
her child? In a parallel story,
another mother, Mass Malthe,
navigates life with her adult
son, Eddie. It’s a relationship

some would call too close, since
Eddie’s father, a man he
obsesses over, abandoned them
many years ago. As Sejer
searches for the truth behind
the seemingly senseless
killings, Hell Fire deftly
probes why we lie to those
closest to us, and what drives
people to commit the most
horrific of crimes. “There’s
always something dark hovering
on the edge of the page,
something about getting what
you wish for and the crushing
irony when that gift proves
your undoing.” — New York Times
Book Review

A Novel of Cosmic Horror
Penguin
Get Regular Sex - nine sexy
stories all available
together for the very first
time, each one the perfect
length for commuting, lunch
breaks, or sexy bedtime
stories.Also includes Knight
& Sleigh, the smash hit
christmas novella written to

accompany the USA Today
bestselling Lucien Knight
series, available here in
paperback for the first time.
My Ex-Best Friend's Wedding
Waterhouse Press
Get fantastic value for money
with this huge Sweary Divorce
Coloring Book! The 40
hilarious, swear word designs
in this coloring book for
adults will provide hours of
entertainment! Features of this
Sweary Ex-Husband Coloring
Book: Single sided coloring
pages allow for the pages to be
removed Suitable for markers,
felt tips, gel pens, coloring
pencils and more due to single
sided, removable pages
Professional quality designs
from start to finish 2 Color
test pages at the back of the
book Breakup Coloring Book:This
Sweary Ex-Husband coloring book
contains 40 single sided
coloring pages. This allows you
to remove each page for framing
or hanging. This also helps
reduce bleed through onto the
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other designs even if you are
using markers, making this book
suitable for everything from
coloring pencils through to
marker pens. The hilarious,
rude Ex-Husband designs
contained within this humorous
book are hand picked by us here
at Adult Coloring World to
ensure fantastic quality. We
know that sometimes you will
buy a book after being
impressed initially by an
amazing design on the cover,
only to be disappointed with
the books contents when you
open it. Well we make sure this
never happens with any of our
books and we can assure you
that all of the designs inside
are high quality from start to
finish. This adult coloring
book contains a wide variety of
designs, each complete with a
very relatable, funny quote.
This book makes a fantastic
funny gift idea for people who
have recently been through a
breakup or divorce!
A Standalone Novel Penguin

Luna is the same as most people.
She leads a pretty boring life.
Until one day she is kidnapped by
a truly evil man. She is
brutalized in all the ways a man
can, and then some. Then one day
she is rescued by two well-muscled
men. Not just any men either, one
was the king of werewolves. At
first, she thought it wasn't true
due to her mental issues; yet they
were real. She made a vow before
her rescue to save the women
before her. They were brutalized
as she was, but they were sold,
while she was saved. Luna trusts
only her new werewolf family as
she has no idea how high this
goes. She does this with her
Hellhound at her side, all the
while trying to rebuild a life
outside of just being a hunter for
the women; as well as her unusual
pregnancy.
My Ex Simon and Schuster
This book explores a real life
transformational process, using a
variety of techniques, including
psychology, spirituality and
life's experiences. That is, any
transformed grief-stricken life
possesses meaning and usefulness,
and can be a powerful approach to

positive psychology, vision and
leadership.

What the Hell Did I Just Read
Xlibris Corporation
Young and naïve, Shanae
settles for the bare minimum
from the only man who's ever
shown her any affection.
Losing herself in him, she
vowed that the last time was
indeed the last time. Too
many chances had been given,
and the respect she had for
him was slowly dwindling.
Pleading for a sign from God,
he provides Shanae one that
rocks her to her core,
leading her into the powerful
arms of her childhood crush,
Levi. Kali, a mother of one,
is simply fed up. Getting
pregnant at twenty-one was
never in her plans, and
neither was having to deal
with an emotionally unstable
baby daddy for the rest of
her life. In a perfect world,
she envisioned them under one
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roof, raising their son to be
a king. The reality of that
happening is slim to none.
Over the single life, Kali
pursues a relationship with
her a classmate Rondo, not
realizing the struggles that
lied ahead while satisfying
her desires.After a break up
that causes Layla to question
every man's intentions, her
promiscuity heightens. She
stopped longing to be
accepted and became selfish
with her time, placing her
needs above all. With the
thoughts of being abandoned
again, Layla swore off
relationships. That is until
her smooth-talking neighbor
Brody breaks that barrier she
built between them. Somewhat
interested in why he'd pursue
her, Layla falls hard with no
restraints, unleashing years
of pain while doing so.
Sometimes in life, the people
we love the most hurt and

betray us in ways we'd never
imagine. Shanae, Kali, and
Layla know that all too well.
To the woman who has given
her unwavering devotion to a
man... a man who should've
never had the privilege to
even get close to you, this
book is for you. You deserve
more. More than what he's
giving you. More than what
you're allowing yourself to
receive. Reclaim your time
and your heart. And remember,
that man is your ex for a
reason...there's no need to
double back.
Sam Cruz's Infallible Guide
to Getting Girls Penguin
Why the hell can't chicks be
more like guys? That question
plagues high school senior
Sam Cruz. Sam is perfectly
happy being a player. He just
wishes girls wouldn't change
the game from sex to
relationships. It makes him
look like an asshole. But

when Sam's best friend, Ally
Klinger, gets dumped, she
begs him to transform her
into someone who can screw
around then screw off. No
risk of heartbreak that way.
It's Sam's chance to create
the perfect female AND cheer
up his best friend. Armed
with Sam's Three Step Guide
to Backseat Success, Ally
gets the game better than Sam
thought she would and before
long, Sam has his wish: the
female version of himself.
Too bad it's driving him
nuts. This contemporary teen
romance contains strong
language, drinking,
euphemisms, and lots of "bow
chicka wow wow." Get it now.
Book 6 Page Publishing Inc
Thrust into the media spotlight
with her son Sean Wilsey's
searing portrayal of her in his
New York Times bestseller Oh
the Glory of It All, the former
queen of San Francisco society
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shares her own candid take on
the fascinating events of her
life. Once dubbed San
Francisco's "Golden Girl,"
Montandon socialized with the
cream of San Francisco society,
including Danielle Steel, Alex
Haley, and the Gettys.
Immortalized as a character in
Armistead Maupin's Tales of the
City, she lived a seemingly
perfect life in a penthouse
above the San Francisco Bay,
complete with her marriage to
multimillionaire Al Wilsey and
the birth of her son, Sean.
From her lavish parties to her
legendary Roundtable lunches,
Montandon was always the talk
of the town. Then, less than a
decade later, Wilsey announced
he was divorcing her, and Sean
abandoned her as well—both for
the affections of her once-
close friend, Dede Traina. Left
penniless and virtually
suicidal, Montandon once again
had to reinvent herself, this
time as a humanitarian for
peace. From Berlin to Beslan,

she made it her life's mission
to give a voice to the world's
children and spread a message
of hope in times of crisis. Oh
the Hell of It All is a rich
feast of a story: that of a
poor girl turned rich turned
poor again, in and out of love
and betrayed by those closest
to her, who has achieved peace
in her life through devotion to
something outside herself.
Unfriending My Ex BookRix
National Bestseller Best Book
of the Year: NPR, Shelf
Awareness “I didn't know how
much I needed a laugh until I
began reading Stephen
McCauley's new novel, My Ex-
Life. This is the kind of
witty, sparkling, sharp novel
for which the verb ‘chortle’
was invented.” —Maureen
Corrigan, Fresh Air “McCauley
fits neatly alongside Tom
Perrotta and Maria Semple in
the category of ‘Novelists
You’d Most Like to Drive Across
the Country With.’” —The New
York Times Book Review David

Hedges’s life is coming apart at
the seams. His job helping San
Francisco rich kids get into
the colleges of their
(parents’) choice is
exasperating; his younger
boyfriend has left him; and the
beloved carriage house he rents
is being sold. His solace is a
Thai takeout joint that
delivers 24/7. The last person
he expects to hear from is
Julie Fiske. It’s been decades
since they’ve spoken, and he’s
relieved to hear she’s
recovered from her brief,
misguided first marriage. To
him. Julie definitely doesn’t
have a problem with marijuana
(she’s given it up completely,
so it doesn’t matter if she
gets stoned almost daily) and
the Airbnb she’s running out of
her seaside house north of
Boston is neither shabby nor
illegal. And she has two whole
months to come up with the
money to buy said house from
her second husband before their
divorce is finalized. She’d
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just like David’s help
organizing college plans for
her seventeen-year-old
daughter. That would be Mandy.
To quote Barry Manilow, Oh
Mandy. While she knows she’s
smarter than most of the kids
in her school, she can’t figure
out why she’s making so many
incredibly dumb and
increasingly dangerous choices?
When David flies east, they
find themselves living under
the same roof (one David needs
to repair). David and Julie
pick up exactly where they left
off thirty years ago—they’re
still best friends who can
finish each other’s sentences.
But there’s one broken bit
between them that no amount of
home renovations will fix. In
prose filled with hilarious and
heartbreakingly accurate one-
liners, Stephen McCauley has
written a novel that examines
how we define home, family, and
love. Be prepared to laugh,
shed a few tears, and have
thoughts of your own ex-life

triggered. (Throw pillows
optional.)
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